
Paxton LED Disk Light
ASSEMBLY/INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

Item # 588152 & 588160: Paxton LED Disk Light
Please read carefully and save these instructions, as you may need them at a later date..

CAUTION
WARNING:Risk of Fire.Min90℃ supply conductors.Consult a qualified electrician to ensure correct
branch circuit conductor.
Turn off the main power at the circuit breaker before installing the fixture, in order to prevent
possible shock.

GENERAL
All electrical connections must be in accordance with local and National Electrical Code (N.E.C.)
standards. If you are unfamiliar with proper electrical wiring connections obtain the services of a
qualified electrician.
Remove the fixture and the mounting package from the box and make sure that no parts are missing
by referencing the illustrations on the installation instructions.

DIMMING
This product is designed to be compatible with many ELV/Reverse Phase controls.and compatible
with most residential type dimmers available on the market:
The following is a partial list of known compatible dimmer controls
Lutron:CTCL-153P/ MACL-153M/ PD-6WCL/ TGCL-153P/ SCL-153P/ DV600P ,
Leviton:DDMX
Dimming capabilities will vary depending on the dimmer control, load, and circuit installation.
Always refer to dimmer manufacturer instructions or a controls specialist for specific requirements.

ASSEMBLY AND INSTALLATION
Turn off the power at fuse or circuit breaker.
1.Attach twomounted screws into outlet box leaving enough of screw exposed to engage keyholes in the top
of disk light.

2. Provide electrical service according to the “National Electrical Code” or your local electrical code to the
outlet box.

3. Connect supplywires to fixture wires and insulate with proper sizewire nuts .
4. Connect incoming groundwire (green or bare) to fixture groundwire (green or bare).
5. Connect incoming neutral (white) wire to fixturewhite wire.
6. Connect incoming hot (typically black)wire to fixture blackwire.
7. Raise the disk light to the outlet box and tighten screws.
8.Twist the lens clockwise on disc lightmetal enclosure and lock the lens in place.

Turn on the power at fuse or circuit breaker

ASSEMBLY AND INSTALLATION (CONT.)

# 588152 & 588160

Customer Service 1-800-558-8700

IF IN DOUBT ABOUT ELECTRICAL INSTALLATION,
CONSULT A LICENSED ELECTRICIAN.


